
KLICKITAT PUD

When a power outage occurs, Klickitat PUD line crews are 
dispatched to locate the cause, make necessary repairs and 
reenergize customers as quickly as possible. Patrol and repair 
efforts can easily be hindered by any number of obstacles, but 
overgrown rights-of-way are the primary issue. 

Without clear access for maintenance along the ROW, these 
strips of land can easily become overgrown with trees, shrubbery 
and other ground cover. This can hide damage to the line, poles, 

crossarms or other equipment needed to provide power to 
customers. 

If access to KPUD distribution or transmission lines is blocked, 
line crews must focus on entering the ROW by off-road vehicle or 
on foot. They may have to fight to detangle downed lines from the 
trees, bushes or other vegetation growing under the power line, 
which delays restoration and increases the impact of an outage on 
our customers. 

Transmission and distribution power lines provide the 
backbone infrastructure for the electric system. Each of these 
lines provides power to hundreds or thousands of customers, 
so if one tree falls through a line, it impacts KPUD’s ability to 
deliver electricity to many residences and businesses. KPUD Line 
Superintendent Justen Greenwood says everyone benefits from 
having a clear ROW. 

“A well-maintained ROW keeps outages to a minimum and also 
expedites troubleshooting,” he adds. “Not to mention the safety 
and efficiency for our crews in the dark and inclement weather.”

KPUD’s staking team is comprised of Jared Balcom, Justin 
Beierle, Aaron Estey and Nathaniel Hill. As applicants request 
new electric service, KPUD’s staking engineers are tasked with 
designing a route to bring power to a parcel in a cost-effective 
manner to both the utility and the customer, all while considering 
the sustainability of maintenance and emergency response. 

Routes for power service are designed based on existing utlity 
easements, the straightest path with the fewest obstacles, and ease 
of access. Future plans for both the customer and KPUD are also 
considered when discussing routes.

Customers are generally understanding of ROW requirements 
as set forth by KPUD.

During the on-site visit with the customer, they are made aware 
of the importance of a clean, clear ROW and understand how it 
affects both the customers and KPUD if a ROW does not meet 
the requirements.

Not only are these requirements based on access to the 
infrastructure, but they reinforce wildfire mitigation efforts. 

The engineering department uses drones for periodic line 
inspections. A clear ROW provides inspection access to address 
unknown potential problems before they impact our customers 
with an unplanned outage.

KPUD Line Superintendent John Starr manages the KPUD tree 
crew and contract crews. 

“PUD crews and other contractors that perform duties on 
behalf of the PUD can more easily maintain the power poles and 
power lines during regular maintenance with clear access,” he says. 

John says customers can help ensure a ROW is clear of hazards 
by reporting any vegetation concerns to the operations department 
at 800-548-8357 or submitting an inquiry via their SmartHub 
account. KPUD will dispatch crews to those locations. n

Maintaining Rights-of-Way

Trees growing near or underneath power lines can bring down 
lines and cause service interruptions.
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Rights-of-Way maintenance helps prevent outages, and makes repairs quicker when outages do occur.
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